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Abstrat
The determination of a quantum observable from the rst and se-
ond moments of its measurement outome statistis is investigated.
Operational onditions for the moments of a probability measure are
given whih sue to determine the probability measure. Dierential
operators are shown to lead to physially relevant ases where the ex-
petation values of large lasses of nonommuting observables do not
distinguish superpositions of states and, in partiular, where the full
moment information does not determine the probability measure.
1 Introdution
Aording to quantum mehanis an observable of a quantum system an be
identied with the totality of its measurement outome probabilities. Indeed,
if E is an observable (a semispetral measure), T a state (a positive trae
one operator), and pET the probability measure dened by E and T (via the
trae formula pET (X) = tr [TE(X)], X ∈ B(R))1, then the observable E is
ompletely determined by its full statistis
{pET | T a state }. (1)
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1
We onsider here only real observables, that is, semispetral measures dened on the
Borel subsets X ∈ B(R) of the real line R and taking values E(X) in the unit interval
[0, I] of the set of bounded operators ating on a Hilbert spae H.
1
It is lear that the full statistis (1) are not needed to determine the ob-
servable E. For instane, it sues to onsider only a dense set of vetor
states. Also, in the ase of real observables it is enough to know only the
probabilities pET (X) assoiated with, say, the open intervals X of the real line
R sine, in this ase, the measures pET are known to be automatially regular
[5, Theorem 7.8, p. 217℄.
Given a probability measure pET , if the funtion x 7→ xn is integrable with
respet to pET , then the integral
∫
R
xn dpET (x), n ∈ N, is the n-th moment of
the probability measure pET . Otherwise, the n-th moment of the measure p
E
T
is undened. The statistis (1) ontains the information on the moments of
the measures pET ,
{∫
R
xn dpET (x) |n ∈ N, T a state, the n-th moment dened}. (2)
In partiular, it ontains the information on the rst moments,
{∫
R
x dpET (x) | T a state, the first moment defined}. (3)
In elementary expositions of quantum mehanis it is quite ustomary to
restrit observables to spetral measures and identify them in terms of their
expetation values (rst moments), see e.g. [1, Postulate 2, p. 46℄. It is well
known that in the ase of semispetral measures the rst moment informa-
tion (3) does not sue to determine the observable (semispetral measure),
see e.g. [8, Appendix℄, see also [4℄. The multipliativity of a spetral mea-
sure has, however, strong impliations on the related moment problem so
that one might hope to do with less statistial information. In this note we
study the following two questions. How muh moment information (2) is
needed to determine an observable represented by a spetral measure, and,
in partiular, when does the rst moment information (3) determine suh
an observable (Setion 2)? We also give some simple operational onditions
on the moments of a probability measure, whih imply that the measure is
uniquely determined by its moments (Setion 3). In Setion 4 we give a
physially relevant lass of examples where the probability measures pET are
not determined by their moment sequenes.
2 How muh statistis is needed to determine
an observable?
2.1 Consider a selfadjoint operator A, with the domain D(A), ating in a
omplex separable Hilbert spae H. Let An, n ∈ N, be the n-th (algebrai)
power of A so that D(An) ⊆ D(A), n ≥ 1. Let EA be the spetral measure
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of A. The (weakly dened) linear operator
∫
R
xn dEA(x) is alled the n-th
moment operator of the operator measure EA. Its domain is
D(EA, xn) = {ϕ ∈ H |
∫
R
xn
〈
ψ |EA(dx)ϕ 〉 exists for all ψ ∈ H}. (4)
(We emphasize that this onept does not depend on EA being a spetral
measure; in partiular, the n-th moment operator of a positive operator
measure E is dened in the same way, see [7, Appendix℄). The positivity of
the operator measure EA implies that the domain (4) ontains as a subspae
the so-alled square integrability domain
D˜(EA, xn) = {ϕ ∈ H |
∫
R
|xn|2 〈ϕ |EA(dx)ϕ 〉 <∞}, (5)
and the multipliativity of EA yields that
D˜(EA, xn) = D(EA, xn) (6)
[7, Lemma A.2℄. On the other hand, for eah n ∈ N, the domain of the
selfadjoint operator An is known [9, Theorem 13.24 b℄ to be the set (5),
D(An) = D˜(EA, xn) = D(EA, xn), (7)
so that the operators An and
∫
R
xn dEA(x) are, in fat, the same: the n-
th power of A is the n-th moment of EA. By the spetral theorem the
rst moment operator of a spetral measure already sues to determine
the spetral measure. For semispetral measures this may our under some
additional onstrains, like ovariane onditions [4℄.
2.2 Let ϕ ∈ H be a unit vetor and let pAϕ be the probability measure
dened by pAϕ(X) =
〈
ϕ |EA(X)ϕ 〉, X ∈ B(R). For any n ∈ N we let
mn(A,ϕ) denote the n-th moment of the probability measure p
A
ϕ , that is,
mn(A,ϕ) =
∫
R
xn dpAϕ(x), (8)
whenever the integral
∫
xn dpAϕ(x) exists. As is well known, if the seond
moment m2(A,ϕ) of p
A
ϕ exists, then
m1(A,ϕ) = 〈ϕ |Aϕ 〉 . (9)
In fat, the domain D(A) of A onsists exatly of those vetors ϕ ∈ H
for whih the funtion x 7→ x2 is integrable with respet to the measure
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X 7→ 〈ϕ |EA(X)ϕ 〉, that is, m2(A,ϕ) exists. We reall the obvious fat
that the existene of m1(A,ϕ) does not imply the existene of m2(A,ϕ). In
suh a ase the expetation m1(A,ϕ) annot be expressed in the form (9).
As an illustration take the multipliative position operator Q in the Hilbert
spae L2([ǫ,∞)), ǫ > 0, and onsider the position distribution pQϕ dened by
the unit vetor ϕ(x) =
√
2ǫ x−3/2.
2.3 For any two selfadjoint operators A andB, if pAϕ = p
B
ϕ for all unit vetors
ϕ then A = B. Assume now that the rst moments of all the probability
measures pAϕ and p
B
ϕ , ϕ ∈ H, are the same, that is,
m1(A,ϕ) = m1(B,ϕ) (10)
in the sense that if one of the expetations m1(A,ϕ) or m1(B,ϕ) is dened,
then both are dened and they are equal. But when do the expetation
values m1(A,ϕ), ϕ ∈ H, determine A? This question will be addressed in the
next two subsetions.
2.4 Assume rst that m1(A,ϕ) ∈ R for all unit vetors ϕ ∈ H, that is, the
integral
∫
x
〈
ϕ |EA(dx)ϕ 〉 is dened for all unit vetors ϕ. By the polar-
ization identity the map (ϕ, ϕ) 7→ m1(A,ϕ) then extends to a sesquilinear
form
H×H ∋ (ψ, ϕ) 7→
∫
R
x
〈
ψ |EA(dx)ϕ 〉 ∈ C. (11)
As already noted, for the spetral measure EA the square integrability do-
main D˜(EA, x) oinides with the domain D(EA, x) of the moment operator∫
R
x dEA(x). Sine now
D(A) = D˜(EA, x) = D(EA, x) = H, (12)
the operator A is bounded and thus m1(A,ϕ) = 〈ϕ |Aϕ 〉 for all unit vetors.
Thus, if eq. (10) holds and all the rst moments m1(A,ϕ) are dened, then
A = B.
2.5 Another well-known answer to the above question is the following: if in
addition to (10) also the seond moments are always the same, that is,
m2(A,ϕ) = m2(B,ϕ) for all ϕ ∈ H, (13)
then A = B. (Here again eq. (13) means that if one of the integrals∫
x2 dpAϕ(x) and
∫
x2 dpBϕ is dened then both are dened and their values
are the same, or both integrals diverge). Indeed, by the spetral theorem
eq. (13) implies that the domains of A and B are the same, and thus, by
polarization, 〈ψ |Aϕ 〉 = 〈ψ |Bϕ 〉 for all ψ, ϕ ∈ D(A) = D(B). The density
of D(A) and the ontinuity of the inner produt then give Aϕ = Bϕ for all
ϕ ∈ D(A) = D(B), that is, A = B.
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3 How muh statistis is needed to determine
a distribution?
3.1 The expetation m1(A,ϕ) of p
A
ϕ never determines the distribution p
A
ϕ ,
but if its variane v(A,ϕ) = 0, that is, m2(A,ϕ) = m1(A,ϕ)
2
, then pAϕ is a
point measure onentrated at a point a ∈ R for whih Aϕ = aϕ. As a rule
one needs all the moment information on pAϕ to determine p
A
ϕ , and even this
is not always suient. The following question is the uniqueness part of the
Hamburger moment problem:
(H) When does the moment sequene (mn(A,ϕ))n∈N determine the distri-
bution pAϕ?
It is perhaps a ommon view that from a mathematial point of view non-
uniqueness in question (H) only ours in somewhat pathologial situations,
p. e.g. [10, p. 86℄. However, as will be evident in Setion 4, non-uniqueness
may our in typial quantum mehanial ases.
2
There are well-known results on the question (H) referring to ompatly
supported and exponentially bounded probability measures. We onsider
them next paying speial attention to their operational ontent.
3.2 Assume that the measure pAϕ has a bounded support, supp(p
A
ϕ) ⊆ [a, b],
say. Then by the Weierstrass approximation theorem (polynomials are dense
in C[a, b]) and the uniqueness part of the Riesz representation theorem (the
integrals
∫
f dpAϕ , f ∈ C[a, b], determine the measure pAϕ) the distribution pAϕ
is ompletely determined by its moments mn(A,ϕ), n ∈ N. If the measure
pAϕ has a bounded support, then there are positive numbers C and R suh
that |mn(A,ϕ)| ≤ CRn for all n ∈ N. Also the onverse holds, that is, if the
moment sequene (mn(A,ϕ)) is bounded in the sense that there are onstants
C > 0 and R > 0 suh that
|mn(A,ϕ)| ≤ CRn (14)
for all n ∈ N, then a probability measure whih produes this moment se-
quene has a bounded support. Indeed, assume that µ : B(R) → [0, 1] is a
probability measure suh that for some C > 0, R > 0 we have | ∫
R
xn dµ(x)| ≤
CRn for all n ∈ N. Assume that supp (µ) is not ompat so that δ =
µ(R \ [−R − 1, R + 1]) > 0. It follows that∫
R
x2n dµ(x) ≥ (R + 1)2nδ,
2
Let us reall that even in the determinate ase there are always several pairs (A,ϕ)
and (B,ψ) whih t with that statistis, that is, pAϕ = p
B
ψ . This is learly another question.
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and so (R+1
R
)2n ≤ C/δ for all n ∈ N, whih is impossible. Therefore, supp (µ)
is ompat.
3.3 Another well-known suient ondition is the following: if the measure
pAϕ is exponentially bounded, that is, there is an a > 0 suh that
∫
ea|x| dpAϕ <
∞, then the measure pAϕ is uniquely determined by its momentsmn(A,ϕ), n ∈
N (see e.g. [6, Theorems II.4.3 and II.5.2℄, f. also [3℄). Clearly, if for
some a > 0 and C > 0,
∫
ea|x| dpAϕ = C, then by the Lebesgue dominated
onvergene theorem we also have |mn(A,ϕ)| ≤ C( 1a)n n! for all n ∈ N. The
onverse impliation holds as well. Indeed, from [10, Proposition 1.5℄ we
know that if for some C,R > 0 the sequene (mn(A,ϕ))n∈N satises
|mn(A,ϕ)| ≤ CRn n! (15)
for all n, then a (probability) measure whih produes it is exponentially
bounded and thus unique.
4 Example: interferene eets
To lose this note we give a physially relevant example where the moment
sequene does not sue to determine the probability measure. This is typi-
al for the so-alled interferene experiments. A onrete appliation of this
subjet matter is given in [2℄. We formulate the example with dereasing
generality.
LetH be a Hilbert spae and ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ H unit vetors suh that 〈ϕ1|ϕ2〉 =
0. Let ψδ := 2
−1/2
(
ϕ1 + e
iδϕ2
)
for all δ ∈ R, and let O be the set of all linear
operators A : D(A)→ H suh that ϕ1 and ϕ2 are in the domain D(A) of A
and 〈ϕ1|Aϕ2〉 = 0 = 〈ϕ2|Aϕ1〉. It follows that
〈ψδ|Aψδ〉 = 1
2
〈ϕ1|Aϕ1〉+ 1
2
〈ϕ2|Aϕ2〉 = 〈ψ0|Aψ0〉
for any A ∈ O. Hene, the numbers 〈ψδ|Aψδ〉, A ∈ O, annot distinguish
the vetor states ψδ with dierent values δ. We give next a more expliit
example.
Let X be a topologial spae, B(X) the Borel σ-algebra of X , and
µ : B(X) → [0,∞] a measure. Let H = L2(X, µ) be the spae of (equiv-
alene lasses of) square integrable omplex funtions on X , and let ϕ1,
ϕ2 ∈ L2(X, µ) be ompatly supported unit vetors with disjoint supports,
supp(ϕ1)∩ supp(ϕ2) = ∅, so that 〈ϕ1|ϕ2〉 = 0. We say that a linear operator
A ating in L2(X, µ) is loal if supp(Aϕ) ⊆ supp(ϕ) for all ϕ ∈ D(A). Then
the set O, dened as above, ontains all the loal operators A for whih
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ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ D(A). Espeially, let X be an n-dimensional smooth oriented
(paraompat) manifold, and let µ be the measure dened by the smooth
volume n-form ω. At eah point p ∈ X there exists a hart x : U → Rn,
x ≡ (x1, ..., xn), p ∈ U , suh that ω|m = a(m)dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ ... ∧ dxn|m for all
m ∈ U where a : U → (0,∞) is a smooth funtion. A linear partial dieren-
tial operator is dened in the set of ompatly supported smooth funtions
X → C and an be expressed loally in the form
∑
|α|≤k
aα(m)
∂|α|
∂xα
∣∣∣∣
m
where k ∈ N, α is a non-negative integer multi-index (α1, ..., αn), |α| =∑n
i=1 αi, and aα : U → R is a smooth funtion, see, e.g. [11, pp. 6-8℄. These
operators are loal and they are all in the setO. In partiular, this means that
the expetation values of (essentially) selfadjoint partial dierential operators
(and thus their moments) annot distinguish superpositions of ompatly
supported wave funtions with disjoint supports. To omplete the example
we onsider the ase X = R in greater detail.
Let again ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ L2(R) be any two ompatly supported smooth fun-
tions of unit length and with disjoint supports. Then, for any n ∈ N,
ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ D(Qn) ∩ D(P n), where Q and P are the (multipliative) posi-
tion and (dierential) momentum operators with their usual domains. For
any unit vetor ψδ = 2
−1/2
(
ϕ1 + e
iδϕ2
)
, δ ∈ R, the moments of the dis-
tibutions pQψδ and p
P
ψδ
do not depend on δ. Although the position dis-
tribution pQψδ does not depend on δ, the momentum distribution p
P
ψδ
is δ-
dependent. Indeed, the Fourier transform ψˆδ of ψδ is ontinuous and, by the
uniqueness theorem of analyti funtions, its support is the whole real line,
supp ψˆδ = supp ϕˆ1 = supp ϕˆ2 = R. Therefore, the momentum distribution
k 7→ |ψˆδ(k)|2 = 1
2
[
|ϕˆ1(k)|2 + |ϕˆ2(k)|2 + 2Re
(
ϕˆ1(k)ϕˆ2(k)e
iδ
)]
depends on δ.
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